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Caiazzo wins ACDC chair
We’ve elected a
new Steering
Committee and
more than 100
Precinct Captains.
Find the names
of all the captains on Page 6
and the new
Steering Committee on Page 9.

CAIAZZO

Tim Kaine will
top the ballot
this fall. The
GOP already has
three guys killing each other
to run against
him.
See Page 7.

Arlington Democrats have elected Jill Caiazzo to be their new
chair replacing retiring chair Kip Malinosky.
The term of the chair is two years.
The election was one of two contested ballots at the January “reorganization,” as the state party’s rules call the biennial party elections.
Caiazzo won the chairmanship by defeating Steve Baker 89-32.
Marc Beallor won the post of secretary on an 81-39 vote over Bob
Platt.
Caiazzo told the standing-room only crowd, “The Trump era represents a pivotal moment for the Democratic Party. With progressive
policies under attack daily, we have much to fight against—but we
also must demonstrate that we have a positive, solutions-oriented vision that is worth fighting for.”
The other 13 posts on the Steering Committee were elected without opposition.
In addition to the Steering Committee, Arlington Dems elected
105 precinct captains. The Party has126 precinct captain slots. Another seven will be filled at the February meeting, leaving 14 open
continued on page three

Trimmed GOP has tricks left
Don’t let the talk of bipartisanship in Richmond lull you into
thinking there’s a new world out there. The GOP still has a few tricks
up its sleeves.
When the House of Delegates was organized at the start of the
year with the GOP holding a much reduced 51-49 majority, the new
speaker, Kirk Cox, announced there would be proportional party ratios on committees. Democrats proposed that most committees have
23 members and be divided between 12 Republicans and 11 Democrats.
Cox gave the committees 22 members, comprised of 12 Republicans and 10 Democrats, giving the GOP 55 percent of the membership of those committees, not exactly proportional.
The exception to this two-vote GOP majority is the House Rules
Committee, which Cox divided 11-6, giving the GOP almost a 65
percent majority. How’s that for proportional?
But there’s much more to this than mere numbers. The Rules
Committee normally handles mainly procedural matters. But not this
year. Cox, who assigns bills to committees, has sent Rules bills to
ban bump stocks on firearms, to allow jurisdictions to set their own
minimum wage, to ban candidates from using campaign funds for
personal expenses, to raise the $200 threshold for felony grand larceny and to grant in-state tuition to immigrant students who aren’t yet
citizens—all major items on the Democratic agenda, some of which
have a handful of GOP supporters.
Of the first 11 bills Cox sent to Rules, all had Democratic sponcontinued on page three

KIRK COX
. . . speaker of the
House of Delegates
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Report from Chair Jill Caiazzo

Repeat the Blue Tsunami
The Arlington Democrats are off to a fast
start this year — and we don’t have a moment to lose! The year 2018 brings the critical midterm elections, and Arlington must do
its part to ensure a repeat of the Blue Tsunami in November.
The urgency of this election year was
reflected in the Arlington Democrats’ earliest
activities in January. More than 100 members answered the call to serve as Precinct
Captains at our reorganization meeting on
January 10. These great Democrats will be
the face of the Party in their neighborhoods,
encouraging involvement in Democratic activities and also providing community feedback to the Party. It’s a fun job, but also an
important one. I want to thank all of our new
Precinct Captains (see list on page 6) for their
commitment to electing Democrats and advancing Democratic policies and values in our
community. We still have room for several
more Precinct Captains, as well as other leaders on precinct teams. Interested? Speak to
the fearless leaders of Precinct Operations,
Carol Fontein and Fran Jackson.
January also brought the return of the

inspirational Women’s March. Under the leadership of Outreach Co-Chair Kim Phillip, the
Arlington Democrats organized a Weekend of
Action under our “One of Many for a
Commonsense Commonwealth” banner. This
banner is purposefully non-partisan, reflecting the Arlington Democrats belief that we
can and should find common ground with our
neighbors, regardless of political stripe, on
certain core issues. One such issue is the importance of voting in every election — so the
“One of Many” banner was particularly appropriate for this year’s Women’s March,
which focused on the theme “March to the
Polls.” The Arlington Democrats were thrilled
to march in solidarity with the Arlington
Young Democrats, Arlington Democrats
Blue Families, and multiple progressive
grassroots organizations that call Arlington
home: Our Revolution Arlington, Together
We Will Northern Virginia, Network
NoVA, and We of Action Northern VA
(WofA). We will look for additional opportunities to partner with grassroots organizations over the coming year — including at
the upcoming Clarendon Mardi Gras Parade!

Jerry Botland
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Transfer old files, address book and emails
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Jill Caiazzo leads the Women’s March
across Memorial Bridge
The Arlington Democrats also continue
to lead the charge “Beyond Arlington,” providing critical additional resources in important special elections.” Our leader in this area,
Steve Baker, has identified the Congressional
race in Pennsylvania’s 18th District as our
next target. With this special election coming
up March 13, I urge you to join an Arlington
Democrats phone bank or canvass trip to
Pennsylvania. Flipping the House of Representatives in 2018 starts right here!
Work also is underway behind the scenes
to ensure that the Arlington Democrats remain
an open and welcoming organization. We have
an opportunity this year to reconsider our
bylaws, and I am forming a committee, led
by Parliamentarian Cragg Hines and Sergeant-at-Arms Matt Weinstein, to suggest
changes designed to achieve greater openness
and a more efficient organization. I am particularly interested in changes that will give a
greater voice to progressive grassroots organizations within the Party, as well as changes
that will open up the voting pool for future
Arlington Democrats leadership elections.
More to come on this topic!
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GOP still
has its tricks
continued from page one
sors.
Cox explained, “It’s a senior committee
that probably should have been playing a bigger role in the past.”
There’s another change noted in the
House of Delegates. The bills filed by midmonth did not include even a single bathroom
bill. Nor were there any proposals to restrict
access to abortion or to protect opposition to
gay marriage, the Richmond Times-Dispatch
reported.
Republican Del. Dave LaRock of
Loudoun County has in the past routinely introduced a bill to ban most abortions after 20
weeks of pregnancy—a topic that is high on
the GOP agenda in many states this year. But
LaRock told the Times-Dispatch he has no
plans to file such a bill this year because of
the “different balance” in the House of Delegates.
House Minority Leader David Toscano
of Charlottesville said one reason for the
change is likely the absence of a single very
conservative member—Bob Marshall, who
was defeated by transgender Democrat Danica
Roem. Toscano said, “Bob Marshall’s not

Next Monthly Meeting
All Dems Invited
Wednesday, February 7, 7:00 p.m.
NRECA Building, 4301 Wilson Blvd
Corner of North Taylor and Wilson, just east of Glebe & Wilson
Free parking under building, enter from Taylor Street

Our program for February will be a presentation by Julia
Tanner of We Of Action (WofA) about the Virginia Progressive
Action Network (VA PLAN), complete with a case study of
legislative action on the Equal Rights Amendment. In
addition, we will have a “Beyond Arlington” campaign activity
underway. Join in preparing postcards for Conor Lamb, the
Democratic nominee in the upcoming special election for the
House of Representatives in Pennsylvania’s 18th District, which
is focused on Pittsburgh’s southern suburbs.

here. That takes away about 20 bills right
there.
Roem said she decided to run after
Marshall introduced a bill to require
transgender people to use the bathroom for
the gender shown on their birth certificate. A
year later, she said, “Those bills are not here.
“But I am.”

Button of the month

Caiazzo is
elected to
chair ACDC
continued from page one
slots.
At the January meeting only captains
who actually resided in a precinct were eligible to run. But now, captaincies may be
filled by candidates who are not resident in
the precinct.
The complete list of elected Steering
Committee members is on Page 9 and new
precinct captains appear on Page 6.
The January meeting also voted to
choose this year’s County Board nominee in
a primary election rather than at a caucus in
order to draw a greater number of voters. This
year’s nominee will be trying to wrest the seat
back from John Vihstadt, the sole non-Democrat holding a seat on the County Board.
At the January meeting, Matt de
Ferranti became the first Democrat to announce his candidacy for the County Board
seat.
School Board Chair Barbara Kanninen
also announced her candidacy for re-election
to the School Board.
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Welcome
back the
Whig Party
After being dormant for 160 years, the
Whig Party has been reconstituted in Virginia.
The Virginia Whigs are part of the Modern Whig Party, which was founded in 2007
as a middle-of-the-road movement but has so
far not made much of an impression anywhere.
The Virginia party last month chose Peter Carey as its first candidate in the state to
challenge incumbent Democratic Rep. Gerry
Connolly next door in Fairfax County.
The original American Whig Party was
organized in 1834 in opposition to Andrew
Jackson’s policies. It won the presidency with
William Henry Harrison in 1840 and Zachary
Taylor in 1848, but unraveled in the 1850s as
two factions evolved—the “Conscience”
(anti-slavery wing) and the “Cotton” (pro-slavery wing).

Packing away
lots of wee bucks
Here’s an interesting fund-raising
factoid. Democrats in Virginia have raised
funds from small contributions in a big way.
According to the Virginia Public Access
Project (VPAP), your typical GOP candidate
for the House of Delegates last year reported
a few hundred donations of $100 or less. But
Democrats had a handful of candidates who
each topped $10,000 in such small donations.
Leading the way was Danica Roem, the
candidate who toppled right-winger Bob
Marshall. She reported nearly 18,000 contributions of $100 or less. That was more than
double the number reported by all GOP delegate candidates combined.

Mark calendars
for the BVD
This year’s Blue Victory Dinner, successor to the Jefferson-Jackson Dinner of olden
days, will be held Saturday, April 21. Mark
your calendar. Details to follow.

Donkey Ears
Listening to the doings
of Arlington’s Dems

as overheard by
Dan Steen and Mädi Green
Back in Capitol: Former ACDC Chair Larry Roberts, who served as counselor to then-Gov. Tim Kaine, is back in Richmond. He left his law firm to
become chief of staff to Lt. Gov. Justin Fairfax for the legislative session. He
left his law firm just three days before Fairfax was sworn in so he could make
a final courtroom appearance on behalf of a pro bono client. Roberts was also
campaign chairman for both Kaine’s run for governor in 2005 and the US
Senate in 2012.
More Signer news: Mira Signer, daughter of ACDC Jill-of-all-trades Marj
Signer and sister of Charlottesville City Council Member Mike Signer, has
been named to the Northam Administration as chief deputy of the Virginia
Department of Behavioral Health and Development Services. “Proud of my
sis,” Mike tweeted.
Passages I: Ruth Singer, a long time and aggressive precinct captain in
Woodlawn, passed away at the Goodwin House at Bailey’s Crossroads
January 10. She was 86. Her husband, Derek, described her as a “lifelong
Democrat,” “compassionate” and “tough but loving sister of four brothers,”
one of whom was Ted Sorensen, JFK’s speechwriter. She was known for
such pet peeves as intolerance, selfishness, discrimination and the death
penalty.
Passages II: Donald S. Beyer Sr., father of Rep. Don Beyer, died two weeks
before his 94th birthday. Born on a farm in then-rural McLean, the senior Beyer,
known as Buck, built his first car from junkyard parts at age 12, graduated from
West Point in 1946 and went on to serve in the Korean War and retire as a
colonel. In 1973, he founded Don Beyer Motors in Fall Church.
Appointed: ACDC Communications Director Jason Rylander has just been
appointed to Gov. Northam’s Policy Council on Natural Resources, which is
co-chaired by State Sen. Adam Ebbin.
With a little help: Last year, Roma Connable moved from New York into The
Jefferson retirement home so she could be closer to her family. She was eager
to register so she could vote last fall. One of our precinct captains in Taylor
Precinct, Marjorie Hobart, who also lives in The Jefferson, which is a big
chunk of Taylor Precinct, took Roma to the Registrar’s Office, which issued
her a photo ID that Roma used to vote November 7 on the second floor of The
Jefferson, with Marjorie helping to get her to the polls.
Slave replaces Jeff Davis: Keeping up with name changes, the School Board in
Hampton, Virginia, has now renamed Jefferson Davis Middle School after a
slave who fought in the Revolutionary War. The school is now Cesar Tarrant
Middle School.
Confederate victory: A proposed bill to authorize local jurisdictions in Virginia
to decide what to do with Confederate memorials and statutes in their jurisdictions has been killed in subcommittees in both the House of Delegates and
State Senate.
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Gillespie has had it with running
After badly losing Virginia’s governor’s
race, Republican Ed Gillespie says he’s “done
with running for public office” and wouldn’t
encourage anyone he cares about to enter the
“poisonous atmosphere” of today’s electoral
politics.
Gillespie said President Trump was a
“big factor” in the turnout surge that carried
Democrats to big victories in all three statewide races and major gains in the House of
Delegates.
Gillespie, 56, made his comments in an
interview with David Axelrod, the former
adviser to President Barack Obama who is
now the director of the Institute of Politics at
the University of Chicago. Gillespie is a member of the institute’s board.
“The atmosphere is definitely different
in ’17 than it was in ’14,” said Gillespie, who
narrowly lost a 2014 run against U.S. Sen.
Mark Warner. “There’s no two ways about it.
It is a much more poisonous atmosphere.
“I don’t know if there’s causality or correlation. I’ll leave that for others to determine.
But I could not honestly say to someone that
I like and think is a halfway decent human
being, ‘Yeah, you ought to run for office.’”
Gillespie said he didn’t ask Trump to
campaign for him, and Trump did not offer to
come to Virginia on his behalf. Gillespie said
he had concluded that a rally with Trump
would only re-orient his campaign to national
issues, when he wanted to focus on Virginia
concerns.
Gillespie, speaking in Axelrod’s “The
Axe Files” interview podcast, said the press
is “obsessed” with Trump, and the national
media zeroed in on “Trump-like” issues such
as Confederate statues with little understanding of how most Virginians feel about them.
“Now we’re selling clicks,” Gillespie said.
“And it has a very debilitating and, I think,
cynical and corrosive effect on the ability to
have an actual conversation.”
Gillespie said, “I never talked about
defending ‘heritage’ because that’s not how
I see the issue or view it. And I see the Confederate flag a whole different way than these
statues. And by the way, so do most Virginians. But when the president tweeted about it
himself, he tweeted about heritage. And that
injected it into the discussion in a way I would
not and never did…. The tweet … polarized
it even more.”
Axelrod pressed Gillespie on his
campaign’s resort to ads that critics called
racially incendiary and misleading. The campaign used photos of heavily tattooed Latino

men meant to represent the gang MS-13 to
attack Northam’s vote in the state Senate
against a bill that would have banned hypothetical sanctuary cities.
Late in the race, Gillespie spotlighted the
case of a pedophile to criticize Northam’s
support for Gov. Terry McAuliffe’s restoration of felons’ voting rights. Gillespie said
he supported restoring felon rights generally,
but with restrictions on those who committed
particularly heinous crimes.
Suggesting the ads may have “spectacularly backfired,” Axelrod asked Gillespie if
he regretted the way he conducted his campaign
“Clearly it didn’t work. Did it create a
backlash? I don’t think so. But I don’t know,”
Gillespie said. “I suspect no matter what ads
we ran, that those [Northam] votes were coming.”
Gillespie said he ran the ads because
message-testing indicated it would help him
garner votes. But he said those were not issues he preferred to focus on.
“Are those the issues I would have chosen to run on, as opposed to the tax cuts and,
frankly, even the criminal justice reform initiative proposals I put forward? That’s where
I would rather the race have been about. But
those weren’t what was indicating was going
to move numbers and help me win.”
Later in the podcast, Gillespie spoke of
what he saw motivating many Republican
grass roots voters these days. “There’s a lot
of people who feel like they are not just being disagreed with, but they are being disdained. People feel like they are being
marginalized and demonized … by an elite

GILLESPIE
. . . last run
that doesn’t understand their concerns.”
Gillespie said he’ll explore opportunities
in the nonprofit sector and may chip in to help
Virginia Republicans with congressional races
next year and state Senate races in 2019.
As for Northam, Gillespie called his
former opponent a “good man” and said he
hopes he’ll be “a good governor.”
“I’m rooting for him,” Gillespie said.
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Your new precinct captains for 2018-19
Abingdon
Abingdon
Arlington
Arlington
Arlington Forest
Arlington Forest
Arlington View
Arlington View
Ashlawn
Ashlawn
Ashton Heights
Ashton Heights
Ashton Heights
Aurora Hills
AUSA
Ballston
Ballston
Barcroft
Buckingham
Buckingham
Campbell
Central
Cherrydale
Cherrydale
Clarendon
Clarendon
Columbia
Columbia
Columbia
Crystal City
Crystal City
Crystal Plaza
Dawson Terrace
Dawson Terrace
Dominion Hills
Dominion Hills
Dominion Hills
East Falls Church
East Falls Church
Fairlington
Fairlington
Fairlington
Fillmore
Fillmore
Fillmore
Four Mile Run
Four Mile Run
Garfield Park
Glebe
Glen Carlyn
Glen Carlyn
Gunston
Hume

Fran Jackson
Scott McConnell
Emily Jean Patton
Jessica E Tannenbaum
Amy Mortimer
Cheryl Roesel
Andrew Hartsig
Lewis Nelson
Eric S Wiener
Michael B Raizen
Andrew Douglass
Douglas Ferrell Mearns
Elizabeth Tober Lyon
Natalie Hall
Josh Lapidus
David Van Wagner
Gabriel Rubalcava
Sangeeta Rao
Paula Potts
Rachael Rogers
Susanna McIlwaine
Alexandra Ritchie
Joy Jacobson
Kris McLaughlin
Hina Ayub
Ian Nicholson
Ja’el R Daniely
Julie Evans
Sarah Mckinley
Andrew Welch
Malcolm (Stuart) Scott
Lee Harris Gochman
Cory Kind
Daniel Shuhler
Alison Denton
Sharon Baghdadi
Shawnee Hoover
John Seymour
Lyle Piper
Jane Bergen
Kendre Israel
Michael G Anderson
Elizabeth Lofton
Marc Beallor
Takis P Karantonis
Richard M Skinner
Ryan Koehler
Nicholas Millington
Anntoinette Lee McEntyre
Rachel Halpern
Timothy B Aiken
Corey Barton
Robert C Platt

Hume
Jefferson
Jefferson
Lexington
Lexington
Lexington
Lyon Park
Lyon Park
Lyon Village
Lyon Village
Lyon Village
Madison
Madison
Marshall
Marshall
Marshall
Met Park
Met Park
Monroe
Navy League
Navy League
Nottingham
Nottingham
Oakridge
Oakridge
Overlee Knolls
Overlee Knolls
Overlee Knolls
Park Lane
Rock Spring
Rock Spring
Rosslyn
Rosslyn
Rosslyn
Shirlington
Shirlington
Taylor
Taylor
Thrifton
Virginia Highlands
Virginia Square
Virginia Square
Wakefield
Wakefield
Westover
Westover
Wilson
Wilson
Wilson
Woodlawn
Woodlawn
Woodlawn
Yorktown
Yorktown

Vondell Carter
Carole Lieber
Marie Van Ness
Charles Albert
Christine F DeRosa
Heather Keppler
Jill Nusbaum
Marisa Peacock
John Morland
Keith Oberg
Warren L Nelson
David Tate
Howard Solodky
Jacqueline H Wilson
Jean Christensen
Julie Atkins
Daniel S Davis
Jimmy Rogers
Amar Zumkhawala
Melissa Howard
Robin L Myers
Diane (Dee) Romanek
Rebecca Dick
Joan Killingsworth
Steve Wartik
Gregory Byrne
Kopp Michelotti
Mary Detweiler
Thomas (Tim) Denning
Cragg Hines
Joan K McDermott
Alexandra Zins
Geoffrey R Lawson
Susan Landfield
Karen Schulman
Linda Haughton
Marjorie P Hobart
Rhoda Baum
Ginger S Ansell
Thea Richard
Marguerite Farrell
Paul Ashin
Doug Brown
Kim Klingler
Kathleen Taimi McCall
Robert W Orttung
Honore Tchou
Kristin Abkemeier
Praveen Meyyan
Fatima Argun
Jack Kinkaid
W Thomas (Tom) Ingold
Mary Kay Ogden
William Mark Habeeb
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GOPers line up to swing at Kaine
Sen. Tim Kaine’s re-election campaign
will top the Virginia ballot this fall. He has
no primary challenger at this point, but the
GOP primary has already turned into a brawl.
The sole campaign poll The Voice has
found was taken last September and showed
Kaine with a whopping 17-point lead over
the sole Republican running at that time—
Mr. Confederate Monument Man Corey
Stewart, the chairman of the Board of Supervisors in Prince William County.
But the field has now grown. Del. Nick
Freitas, of a far right bent, and E.W. Jackson,
a socially conservative minister, both kicked
off campaigns in December, as did littleknown Army veteran Ivan Raiklin. Former
Gov. Jim Gilmore has publicly flirted with a
bid, but hasn’t yet announced.
Last year, Stewart stunned the political
world by nearly knocking off heavy favorite
Ed Gillespie for the party’s gubernatorial
nomination. Gillespie’s surprise nine-point
defeat in the fall by Ralph Northam has only
served to further embolden Stewart’s opinion that his starkly conservative convictions
will carry him to victory.
“Having that structure in place, having
your base in place; that’s a massive advantage,” Stewart said in an interview. “I have
[155,000 people] who voted for me in the
primary last time. My base is very, very loyal,
my brand is very strong...That’s why I’m very
confident we’re going to win this nomination. No one else has that.”
Stewart first made a name for himself
statewide in 2007 by pushing legislation re-

SEN. TIM KAINE

quiring police to check
the immigration status of
anyone they arrested. He
has said that he would
push such language if
elected senator.
When launching his
Senate bid last year,
Stewart famously pledged
a “vicious, ruthless campaign” against Kaine, not
the kind of approach that
STEWART
has historically won votes
in Virginia.
Jackson is running on a decidedly proTrump platform as well, and he believes he
will turn out a wave of evangelical Christian
voters.
Freitas is taking a different tack, pledging a rebranding of the GOP.
“I’m not sure there is a front-runner right
now, but the early energy is behind Corey
Stewart,” said Quentin Kidd, a political science professor at Christopher Newport University. “But because Corey is in the race, it
pulls everything so far to the right and so far
toward Trump that it makes it hard for any
other Republicans to carve out their own space
and make it back to the median in the general
election...Virginia is a microcosm of what
we’ll see around the country in 2018.”
When it comes to policy matters, all three
major candidates broadly agree with Trump’s
agenda. But Stewart and Jackson stand apart
in their pledges to provide a vote in favor of
Trump’s agenda in the Senate, charging Kaine
with obstructionism.
“I believe that the president needs a
champion for his agenda,” Jackson said.
Freitas (pronounced fray-tis), a two-term
delegate from central Virginia, says, “The job
of a U.S. senator is not to support the chief
executive but to represent the Commonwealth
of Virginia,” Freitas said.
Freitas seeks to appeal to the Trump voters who feel they are disparaged by the Democratic elite. He said the world view of the “enemy” tells people, “You’re a random collection of atoms; you’re here primarily as a mistake of time, chance and matter—and, because
of that, you need wise overlords in the government to micromanage life for you and take
care of you.” He said that is “a world view
that treats free people as if we were subjects
instead of citizens, and I despise that world
view.”
But Freitas las month was one of just
eight GOP delegate holdoutsvoting against a

FRIETAS

JACKSON

bill to allow Virginia to offer “Stop Gun Violence” license plates.
Jackson caught plenty of flak in his losing bid for lieutenant governor over his past
comments on Christian radio shows, calling
gays and lesbians “perverted” and “very sick
people psychologically, mentally and emotionally,” among other derogatory comments
about the LGBTQ community.
Now Jackson says he regrets those comments, worrying they made him seem like a
“person of hatred.”
But Jackson entered the race claiming
Stewart “has had some dealings” with the
Muslim Brotherhood. That was a reference
to the fact that Stewart helped the All Dulles
Area Muslim Society (ADAMS) set up a new
mosque in Prince William. ADAMS is not
part of the Muslim Brotherhood.
Jackson charged that Stewart just does
not understand the threat to America posed
by Sharia law and radical Islam.
As for the incumbent senator, Jackson
dismissed him as “little Timmy Kaine,… not
a person of gravity.”
Geoffrey Skelley, an analyst at the University of Virginia’s Center for Politics, suspects that Freitas might be able to capture the
nomination simply by being “an elected official not known for saying bombastic things.”
Skelley and Kidd both caution that a
more “establishment” candidate like Gilmore
could complicate that path for Freitas.
Susan Swecker, chair of the Democratic
Party of Virginia, said, “If the Republicans
were any further to the right, they’d be 50
miles off of Virginia Beach.”
Skelley said, “Tim Kaine is probably
quite happy with the field shaping up to oppose him.”
In the money sweepstakes, the GOP has
a long way to go. In the last campaign finance reports to be posted, Kaine had $8.4
million the bank, Stewart $150,000, Freitas
$500 and Jackson $312.
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Lots of folks are moving out of Virginia
The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has
released its annual migration flow data, which
show that more people are moving out of Virginia than into it for the fourth year in a row.
Virginia’s population is still going up, thanks
to new births. And Northern Virginia continues to see an influx of newcomers. But in
much of the state, people are leaving; almost
half the jurisdictions in Virginia are currently
losing population overall.
Virginia’s recent shift into out-migration
is notable because prior to 2013, the IRS had
never recorded net out-migration from Virginia since it first began publishing migration
data in 1978. Though Virginia’s population is
not declining, it is now dependent on having
more births than deaths to continue growing.
As a result, Virginia’s population growth has
slowed from around 90,000 annually during
the first decade of the 21st Century to close to
50,000 annually during the past four years.
The Weldon Cooper Center at the University of Virginia says the federal budget sequestration, which started in 2013, is the most
obvious reason for the recent out-migration
from Virginia.
In 2010, before the federal spending cuts,
eight of the 15 U.S. counties with the highest
median household incomes were located in
the Washington, D.C. metro area, but by 2016,
only three D.C.-area counties remained in the
top 15.
Most of the out-migration from Virginia
has been southward and westward, particu-

larly to metro areas with fast-growing economies, such as Houston and Raleigh, North
Carolina. While many of those who have
moved out of Virginia in recent years may
have done so as a result of the federal budget
sequestration and Virginia’s weakened
economy, a closer examination of the IRS
migration data suggests Virginia residents
may be leaving for other reasons as well.
Not only has migration from Virginia to
metro areas with fast-growing economies
risen, so has migration to popular retirement
spots, such as Florida. Northern Virginia and
Hampton Roads, more so than the rest of Virginia, typically experience out-migration of
residents approaching retirement age.
The largest age group moving out of Virginia are those who are in the most common
age range to marry and start a family – 26 to
35 – which points to another possible reason
why Virginia has seen a rise in people moving away. Since 2000, home prices in the
Washington, D.C. area have risen faster than
in any other major metropolitan area on the
East Coast or in the South.
Home prices in most of the metro areas
that Northern Virginia residents are moving
to are considerably lower than in Northern
Virginia. The median home sales prices in
Houston and Raleigh were less than half
the median home sales price in Northern Virginia. The combination of high housing prices
and low wage growth may be spurring more
young adults to look at other metro areas for
a home and to start a family.

Still, the share of Virginia’s population
that lives in Northern Virginia continues to
rise. The Weldon Cooper Center last year produced a center of population map for Virginia
showing that by 2040, half of Virginia’s population is expected to live in or north of
Fredericksburg.
Despite the statewide emigration, Virginia is still growing and Northern Virginia is
where the growth is mightiest—including Arlington, the fourth fastest growing jurisdiction in the state from 2010 to 2017, according to the Weldon Cooper Center estimates.
The state population grew 5.9 percent
from 2010 to 2017 and reached 8,470,000 in
mid-2017.
Here are the 10 fastest growing communities in that time frame:
Loudoun
396,068 +26.8%
New Kent
21,709 +17.8%
Falls Church
14,269 +15.7%
Arlington
239,074 +15.1%
Alexandria
160,719 +14.8%
Fredericksburg
27,645 +13.8%
Pr. William
45,990 +13.4%
Charlottesville
49,132 +13.1%
Manassas Park
16,142 +13.1%
Stafford County
145,699 +13.0%
Fairfax County, at one time the fastest
growing county in the nation, grew 5.7 percent from 2010 to 2017.
Of the state’s 133 cities and counties,
61 or almost half lost population in the seven
year time frame.
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ACDC’s Steering Committee members
Chair
Jill Caiazzo
Deputy Chair
Maggie Davis
Finance Chair
Josh Katcher
Treasurer
Inta Malis
Communications
Jason Rylander
Newsletter Editor Warren L. Nelson
Press & PR Chair Parisa Dehghani-Tafti
Precinct Ops Chair Carol Fontein
Volunteer Coordinator
Sue Walton

Secretary
Sergeant-at-Arms
Parliamentarian
Outreach/Visability
Co-Chairs

Marc Beallor
Matthew Weinstein
Cragg Hines
Kimberly Phillip
Fartima Argun
Jack Kincaid

These are the officers elected in January. More
appointive officers will be named shortly

